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Abstract. We propose an extension of Propositional Dynamic l_bgic which allows a new kind of 
program terms---local ssignments to propositional variables. They are very close to the known 
array assignments in Dynamic Logic because they allow us to change the truth values of predicate 
variables. In this logic, many notions, like equivalence ofprograms, looping and finitely branching, 
are expressible on a propositional level. In fact, we show that the resulting logic is equivalent in 
expressive power to first-order logic augmented by a device to express transitive closures. In other 
words, it is (modulo extra predicate symbols) equivalent to first-order dynamic logic. Not 
surprisingly, therefore, the validity problem for this extension is I1 ~-complete. 
1. Introduction 
The major issue in logic of programs is finding a language appropriate for 
reasoning about programs. Usually, we want a language which is sufficiently powerful 
to enable us to express in a natural way the kinds of properties we would like to 
prove about programs, such as correctness, termination, equivalence, various kinds 
of nontermination, properties of converse programs and many more, yet one would 
want to focus on logics which are tractable or at least (theoretically) decidable. 
With that in mind, Fischer and Ladner [2] introduced Propositional Dynamic Logic 
(PDL), a logic inspired by modal logic. It was shown to have a decision procedure 
complete in deterministic exponential time and many other decidable properties. 
Recently, various expansions of PDL have been studied. Halpern and Reif [5] got 
better decision procedures for deterministic and well-structured programs; Harel, 
Pnueli and Stavi [7] showed that the border line between decidable and undecidable 
is very close to PDL; they showed that allowing some simple context free program- 
ming language rather than regular languages gives us already a IIlt-complete 
undecidability. 
In PDL, the labeling of states may be very useful for program checking. The 
unique possibility to do this in PDL is by using propositional variables. Assignments 
to propositional variables were used already by Meyer and Winklmann [12] in order 
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to express the "*"  by "'while". In their paper, a 'global assignment' (simultaneously 
in all states) appeared. The global assignment does not extend the expressive power 
by much (see Appendix A) and is not suited for labeling of states. In this paper we 
introduce a new kind of atomic programs--' local ssignments'--which, in the case 
of first-order DL, is similar to array assignment for predicates. Both program types 
not only map states into states, but rather models into models preserving the domain 
(the set of states) but changing some predicate (first-order case) or value of proposi- 
tional variable respectively. More precisely, a global propositional ssignment sets 
the value of some propositional variable (predicate) globally to 'true' or 'false', 
whereas a local assignment does so only in the current state. 
Using local and global assignments We can express a lot of readily definable 
properties of PDL models which are not expressible in PDL such as equivalence 
of two programs in current state, looping of finitely branching programs, being 
finitely branching, etc. Note that truth of these properties in a state depends only 
on the states accessible from it. The same holds for the truth of formulas involving 
global and local assignments. Commonly, all 'programming' notions of PDL must 
be 'local', i.e., not depending on 'external' states (the states which are not accessible 
from the current state). 
The expressive power of the local assignment is illustrated by the fact that, in 
some precise sense, this system embeds the first-order Dynamic Logic. Therefore, 
this system is far from decidable. 
In detail, the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we define the 
extension of PDL by local and global assignments. In Section 4 we illustrate the 
expressive power of this logic. In Section 5 we show how first-order theories may 
be interpreted in PDL+GLA and vice versa. We also show that first-order logic 
augmented by a transitive closure operator is actually equivalent to PDL+ GLA. In 
Appendix A we finally show some technical results on how the global assignment 
can be eliminated from PDL+ GLA and how we can use the assignments for only 
'internal' propositional variables (independent on their previous value in the model) 
without loss of expressive power. 
2. Language definition 
The language of PDL+GLA (PDL+global and local assignment) is similar to 
PDL, but we extend it by the converse operator t~- for program variables (appearing 
already in [14]) and by new atomic programs for local and global assignment to 
predicates. We use here p, q, r , . . .  for predicates (propositional variables) and a, 
b, c , . . .  for program variables. Formally the set of formulas (~, tp,...) and program 
terms (a, fl, %. . . )  are defined by simultaneous induction as follows: 
(i) true, false are formulas, 
(ii) if p is a propositional variable, then p is a formula, 
(iii) if ~p, ff are formulae, then -lq~, (~ & ~b) are formulae, 
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(iv) if a is a program variable, then a, a -  are program terms, 
(v) if a,/3 are program terms, and q~ is a formula, then (a ;/3), (a ~/3), a*, ~p? 
are program terms, 
(vi) if a is a program term, and ¢ is a formula, then (a)~0 is a formula, 
(vii) i fp  is a propositional variable, then p := true, p :=false (global assignments), 
p ~ true, p ~fa lse  (local assignments) are program terms. 
te. We define the usual expressions (¢v  q,), (q~ ~O) and a "box' [a]~ as 
~q~ & --ntp), --q(q~ & --a~b) and --q(a)~q~ respectively. 
• Models,  satisfiabil ity in model 
For PDL+GLA we use the same model definition as for PDL. A model M is 
iven by 
M={D,  R~, , . . . ,  Rak, P~, . . . ,  P~}, 
~here D ~ ~ is a domain (set of states), R~, c D 2 is an assignment for a program 
affable a~, and P~ ~ D is an assignment for predicate symbol p~. This M looks like 
first-order structure for k binary predicates and l unary predicates. 
Given a formula q~ of PDL+GLA consisting of only program variables a~, . . . ,  ak 
nd predicate symbols p~, . . . ,  p,, a model M and a state I ~ D, we define the truth 
,f q~ in M at a state /, I ~M ~o as follows: 
(i) not I 
(ii) I ~ 
I~  
(iii) I ~M 
I~M 
I~ 
M false, I ~ M true 
~p & g, iff I~ -~pand I~¢ 
"-q~o iff not I~Mq~ 
(a,)~p iff 3 J ( I , J ) fR~,  and J~Mcp 
/ff 
I ~ (pj :=false>q~ 
I ~ (pj "= true)~o 
1 ~ (pj ~-false)~ 
I ~ M (Pj ~ true)~ 
I~  (aF)q> iff 
it/" I v (/3>,p 
3n>~OI~(a)  . . .  (a)~p 
n t imes  
iff I ~P j lo )  ~o 
iff I ~ M(P~ID) q~ 
iff I ~=~(~lPj\{~) 0
iff I ~ M(Pjip)u{l}) 
3 J  (J, I) ~ R~, and J ~M ~P 
Here M(Pj[ S) is the model M with a set S instead of Pj. If M is clear from the 
ontext we write I ~ ~o instead of I ~ M ¢. 
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Remark 3.1. We can define almost directly the usual input-output relation Ro 
generated by a program a, but if the program contains global and local assignments 
the definition will not only depend on the model M, but also on models 
M '={/9 ,  Ra , , . . . ,  Rak, P~, . . .  P~,} 
with changed assignments o the propositional variables. 
Remark 3.2. We can also define a converse of a program term as a program which 
returns after execution of a program term to the initial state with the same values 
of the propositional variables. For expressing the converse of a program term without 
global assignments we can translate (a*) -  by (a-)* ,  (a :/3)- by (/3- ;a - ) ,  (a w/3)- 
by (a -w/3 - ) ,  a - -  by a, ¢? -  by itself, (p , -  fa l se ) -  by ( - -np? ; (p* - t rue)wt rue?) ,  
(p  ~- t rue) -  by (p? ;(p ~ fa l se )  w true?) .  
We can express the converse of program precisely only for the programs without 
global assignments, but this restriction does not matter for our purposes. The problem 
is that we cannot save a previous value of a propositional variable after global 
assignment to it. Neither can we check if all the values of propositional variables 
are the same when the converse of a program returns to the initial state, but we 
shall show (see Appendix A) that we can write the equivalent program term which 
does not change the 'external' propositional variables and so in most of the cases 
it is sufficient o use for a program term t~ consisting of program variables a l , . . . ,  ak 
an expression (ax t..) • • . w a k t..) a l  w • • • w ak)*  instead of a- .  This expression can 
serve us as a converse of a if a does not change the 'external' propositional variables 
and we are sure that we return to the initial state (it may be checked by the labeling 
of the initial state). 
4. Expressive power of PDL with global and local assignments 
4.1. Equ iva lence  o f  p rograms as  relat ions on states 
First of all note that, in PDL, program equivalence is not definable because PDL 
is decidable but PDL augmented by program equivalence is not [3]. 
Definition 4.1.1. We define for a propositional variable p a program term l oc t rue(p)  
as (p  :=fa lse  ;p~ t rue) ,  which assigns to p a logical value 'true' in a current state 
and "false' in all other states. 
For the program terms tr and fl we want to express in a state I the following notion. 
Definition 4.1.2. Two programs tr and/3 are locally equiva lent  in a state I of a model 
M, if {J ;(I, J )~ R,,} ={ J  ;(I, J )~  R~s}. 
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Definition 4.1.2. is semantic. We should want also some syntactic definition of 
local equivalence. 
Definition 4.1.3. We shall write the following expression: 
def 
( a -- fl ) = ( loctrue( p ) )( ([ a ; loctrue( q ) ; a -  ; p ?](fl)q ) 
& ([/3 ; loctrue(q) ; f l -  ;p?](a)q)) 
(here p and q are different propositional variables which do not appear in a,/3). 
Proposition 4.1.4. For program terms a and/3: 
(i) i f  they are assignment free a - /3  is true in a state I iff they are locally equivalent, 
and 
(ii) i f  they contain assignments, then we can take translations of them, a '  and/3', 
and take as a -  and f l -  some a", fl" such that 
a -- /3(a, a - , /3 , /3 - la ' ,  a", fl'fl") iff a and/3 are locally equivalent 
Proof. First of all we prove by induction on a that (/, J) ~ R~ if and only if I ~ (a)q 
for a propositional variable q which is true in J, false in other states and does not 
appear in a. After that, the proof of (i) is straightforward. For the proof of (ii) we 
take the translations a '  and /3' from Appendix A with the new disjoint sets of 
additional variables, and take as a" and/3" some (a~ u • • • u a~ u a~- u • . • u a~)* 
for a~, . . . ,  a, the program variables of a, /3 (see Remark 3.2). After that, the 
execution of a '  and/3'  will be independent ( hey will not change the variables one 
of another), and we shall be able to return to our initial point by a" or/3" (the 
proof of this is by induction on program terms). Now the proof of (ii) is straight- 
forward. [] 
4.2. Some other notions of  program logic expressible in PDL+GLA 
In this section we shall write in PDL+GLA some useful definitions of program 
properties which are not expressible in PDL (really they are properties of input- 
output relations of programs). 
Definition 4.2.1. Now we wish to define the following notions as formulas of PDL+ 
GLA (P, Q are new propositional variables which do not appear in a (program 
term). I is a current state): 
def 
(a) Unique(a) =(loctrue(P) ;a ;loctrue(Q) ;a - ;P? ) [a ]Q 
- - "a  result state J of a computation from I is uniquely defined". 
Unique(a) is not expressible in PDL because by adding to a domain a new state 
J '  with the same relations as on J we make a program a not unique in a state I. In 
spite of this we preserve the truth of every PDL formula in state I. 
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def 
(b) FB(a)  =( loc t rue(P) ;Q:=fa lse ; (a ;Q~-t rue ;a - ;P? )* ) [a ]Q 
m"a is finitely branching". 
FB(a) is not expressible in PDL because 7FB(a)  holds only in infinite models, 
whereas for a satisfiable formula from PDL we always have finite model. 
def 
(c) Cycle(a) =(P:=fa lse;ce* ;P~-t rue;a  *)P 
m"there is a cyclic computation of iteration of a from a current state". 
Here also ([a*](a)true)& 7Cycle(a)  holds only in infinite models. 
clef 
(d) In f (a)  = 7Fa(a  ) 
- - "a  is infinitely branching in a current state". Inf(a) is not expressible in PDL 
since FB(a) is not. 
Proposition 4.2.2. For a model M of PDL, a state I of a model, a program a and two 
program terms a' and a"--translations of  a and a -  as in Proposition 4.1.4--the 
following holds: 
(a) (i) if a is assignment free, then 
I~  Unique(a) iff 3 ! J ( I , J )~R, ,  
(ii) i f  a contains assignments, then 
I~  Un ique(a ,a - la ' ,a" )  iff 3 ! J ( I , J )~R~,  
(b) (i) i f  a is assignment free, then 
I~FB(a)  iff { J ; ( I , J )~R~} isfinite, 
(ii) if a contains assignments, then 
I~  FB(a ,a - la ' ,a"  ) iff { J : ( I , J )~R~} isfinite, 
(c) I ~ Cycle(a) iff there are the numbers n >10 and m > 0 such that there exists 
a computation of a n which reaches some state J and returns to the same state J after 
additional computation of a m, 
(d) (i) i f  a is assignment free, then 
I~  Inf (a)  iff { J : ( I , J )~R~} is infinite, 
(ii) / fa  contains assignments, then 
I ~ Inf(a,  a - la ' ,  a") iff {J :( I ,  J )~ R~,} is infinite. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1.4. [] 
4.3. Definability of loop( a ) 
Here we wish to define looping of a program consisting of only finitely branching 
not looping atomic programs (usual case of a program consisting of assignments 
and tests). 
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We cannot define program looping by expression with program variable in 
dynamic logic, because looping of a depends on the syntax of  a program term, and 
not only on R~ (see [12], so we def ine'a formula loop(a) by external induct ion on 
a term a. 
For a program variable a or for an assignment we have no looping by our initial 
assumptions. The un ique nontrivial case of  induction is loop(a*). We define it as 
def  
loop(a*) = ( ( a *) loop ( a ) ) v Cycle(a) v Inf  ( a *). 
For Cycle and In f  we choose new proposit ional  variables which do not appear 
in a. 
Proposition 4.3.1. For a program term a without assignments consisting of  only finitely 
branching atomic programs the formula loop(a) is true if and only if a loops. 
Proof. The proof  is by induct ion on a. The interesting case is a*.  We prove it as 
in [12] (for the case of  first-order dynamic  logic) - - i f  (a*)loop(a), then loop(a*); 
if [a*]-doop(a), then a tree of a computat ion is finitely branching, and then 
loop(a*) iffCycle(a) or Inf(a*). [] 
4.4. Local definability of a -  
Here we define a -  for a without assignments; we really need converses only on 
program variables (see Section 3). 
The usage of the converse in the previous sections may have seemed strange from 
the point of view of program logic. Here we show how to el iminate it. 
I f  we have the program variables ab . . .  an, b l , .  • • ,  bn and want to express "'b~- aT 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  n in all states accessible f rom the current state" we can write it as 
follows. 
Definition 4.4.1. For the program variables a t , . . . ,  an, b~, . . . ,  bn we define a formula 
def  
Conv( al, .  . ., an, b l , . .  ., bn) = 
n 
[(al  u • - • u an ub l  u • • • u bn)* ; Ioctrue(P)] & (([ai](bi)P) & ([bi](ai)P)) 
i=1  
- - " In  all states K, J accessible f rom the current state by a t , . . . ,  an, b t , . . ,  bn 
(K, J) ~ Ro, iff (J, K)  ~ Rb,". 
Proposition 4.4.2. For program variables a l , . . . ,  an, b l , . . . ,  bn the following holds: 
(i) ~ Conv(a l , . . . ,  an, a~, . . ., a~), 
(ii) for a formula O( a l , . . . ,  an), which includes the operator - (converse), define a 
formula 
O-(a l , . . . ,  an, b l , . . . ,  bn)= tl,(a-~,.., a~l bl , . . .  , bn) 
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without converse. Then 
Cony(a1, . . . ,  a,, b i , . . . ,  bn)~ q f (a l , . . . ,  an, b l , . . . ,  b,) 
iff ~ q, (a~, . . . ,  a,,). 
So, from a point of view of proving valid formulas the operator - (converse) is not 
necessary and we can eliminate it from our definitions. 
Proof. For the proof we show that a formula cony expresses the statement quoted 
in Definition 4.4.1. [] 
5. Interpretability of first-order theories in PDL/GLA 
5.1. Representation of natural numbers and recursive interpretability of Arithmetic 
We write the following formula (a, b are program variables): 
clef 
Nat(a, b) = --qCycle( a) & [a*] Unique(a) & [ a ;a*] Unique(b) 
& [a* ; loctrue(P) ;a ; b]P 
m"{j :  (I, j )e  Ra*} has a structure of natural numbers with Ra as a successor relation 
and Rb as a predecessor on positive numbers". 
We can also create auxiliary numbers by the following program: 
N ( a, Q) = ( loctrue( P ) ; a* ; loctrue( Q ) ; b* ;P?) 
where Q will be a random number, and P is a variable for returning to the initial 
state 'zero'. 
Such Q represents the number of iterations of a that we need for reaching the 
true value of Q from the initial state. 
We can represent all primitive recursive functions on such numbers--for each 
function y =f (~)  we construct a program term "Y :=f (~)"  which assigns to a 
propositional variable Y a 'value' f ( .~) and returns to 'zero' in the following way: 
(a) Y:= 0 is loctrue(Y) 
(b) Y:= X is (loctrue(P) ;a* ;X?; loctrue(Y)  b* ;P?), 
(c) Y:-- X+ 1 is (loctrue(P) ;a* ;X?  ; a ; loctrue(Y) ;b* ;P?), 
(d) if a function is defined as f (~)= g(h(~)),  then Y :=f( .~)  is (Z := h(.,Y) ; Y:= 
g(Z))  (Z is a new propositional variable), 
(e) if a function is defined as 
f(0, ~) = g(~), f (n+l ,~)=h(~,n , f (n ,~) ) ,  
then 
Y:=f (N ,  X )  is (loctrue(R) ; Y:= g(~') ; 
while-l(a*)R & N (Z := h(X, R, Y) ; Y:= Z ;R := R+ 1)) 
(Y, Z are new propositional variables). Here (while Ca) is an abbreviation for 
( (~? ; a)*  ; -7~07). 
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We also express quantifications in the following way: 3n A(n) is translated to 
(N(a, Q)) "translation of A(x) with Q in place of x". 
From this one easily gets the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.1.1. There exists a recursive translation trrr from the first-order Arithmetic 
to PDL+ GLA such that a statement A of first-order Arithmetic is true in the standard 
model of Arithmetic if and only if PDL+ GLA ~ Nat(a, b) D trrr( A ). 
Note. Recursive interpretability of Arithmetic in PDL+ GLA immediately gives us 
IIl~ as a lower bound for complexity of the set of valid formulas of PDL+GLA.  
5.2. Equivalence of PDL + GLA to first-order calculi with transitive closure operator 
Here we consider first-order predicate calculi with an additional operator of 
transitive closure: 
TCt~3(~o(t~3,...))(£, ~)- -"There is a natural number n > 1, n vectors of elements 
~ l , . . . ,  ~, such that gl = ~, ~,  = ~ and for every positive i < n holds ~o(S i, gi+l,.. .), , .  
After that we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2.1 (Stavi [13]). There is recursive mbedding of first-order calculi with 
only two-place predicates and transitive closure operator TC (PC2+TC)  into our 
PDL+GLA with the addition of such a program "a" ,  that Ra = D 2 (there is a 
computation of "a"  from each state to each state). 
Note that if we drop 'recursive' as a requirement for the embedding, then full 
first-order dynamic logic with recursive programs can be embedded into PDL + GLA 
using the framework of results of [11, 9] (cf. Section 5.3). 
Proof. For a proof we construct for a formula ~0 of PC2+TC its translation ~0' to 
PDL+GLA+{a}.  We choose, for each two-place predicate of ~p, R~ some program 
variable of PDL a~, and for each variable x of ~o a propositional variable Px of PDL 
(before that we change variables in each TCa3(~b(~, 3,...))(~, fi) in order to have 
(Var(~) • Var( 3) ) and (Var(~) w Var(~)  disjoint). 
For a model M of PC2+TC we define a model M'  of PDL+GLA+{a} with the 
same domain, (Ra,)M, = (R~)M and (Px)M = {(x)~}man assignment for a variable 
x inM.  
On the other hand, for a model M of PDL+GLA+{a} we define some M with 
the same domain, (Ri)~=(Ri)M.  For a variable x we choose (x )~(Px)~ if 
I(Pz)~[ = 1, and choose something for x in the other ease, so our/~r is not unique. 
For ~oeFm(PC2+TC) we define its translation ~p'eFm(PDL+GLA+{a}) by
induction on ~o. 
(i) (R,(x,y)) '=(a ;Px?;a~)Py 
(ii) (x = y ) '=  (a)(Px & Py) 
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(iii) (--a~o)' =~(~0'), (¢ & ~,)'= ~o' & ~b' 
(iv) ( : i xq~(x , . . . ) ) '=  (a ; loctrue(Px))(~o(x, . . . ) ) '  
--satisfiability does not depend on the initial value of Px. 
(v) (TCea(tp(e, a , . . . ) ) (y ,  f i ) ) '=(e : :y ; (a := ? ;(qJ(e, a , . . . ) ) ' ? ;e := ~7)*)e=fi, 
where ~:= Y is (a ; Px,? ; loctrue(Pz,) ; . . .  a ;Pxk? ; loctrue(Pzk)),  
Y:= ? is ( a ; loetrue( P,,,) ; . . . a ; loetrue( P,,~ ) ), 
k 
~=y is & (x ,=y , ) ' ,  
i= l  
k is a length of x, y, z, u. 
After that we can prove by induction on formula ~o that 
(1) M~ ~oi f fM '~ q~' (M is a model of PC2+TC) ;  
(2) if for each free variable x of ~, I(ex) l-- 1, then M ~ ~o' i f f .~l ~ ~ (M is a 
model of PDL+GLA+{a}) .  
And so, if q~ is a sentence of PC2 + TC, we have 
PC2+TC ~ ~o iff PDL+GLA+{a} ~q~'. [] 
Note. We can express locally a notion of a program "a" from Proposition 5.2.1. 
We define for program variables b, a~, . . . ,  an and propositional variable P: 
COM(b,  ab. . . ,  an)=[ (a lw  • • • u a ,w b)* ;loctrue(P) ; (a lu  • . .  w anw b)* ] (b )P  
and prove that if in a model M holds I ~1~ COM(b ,  a l , . . . ,  an), then {J ; Rb(1, J)} 
is an elementary equivalent submodel of M for formulas consisting of only program 
variables b, a l , . . . ,  a, and not containing converse, and in this submodel Rb is 
equal to R= (see the definition of a program "a"  above). 
So for a formula q, from PDL+ GLA if PDL+GLA+{a} ~ ~(a, a l , . . . ,  a,), then 
PDL+GLA ~ COM ( b, a~, . . . , an) D qJ(al b) 
and trivially if PDC+GLA ~ COM(b,  a~, . . . ,  an) ~ qJ(a I b), then 
because 
PDL+GLA+{a} ~ O(a, a~, . . . ,  an) 
PDL+GLA+{a} ~ COM(a ,  ab  . . . , a , ) .  
Hence, we have, for a sentence q~ of PC2 + TC, 
PC2+TC~q~ i f f  PDL+GLA~COM(b,  ab . . . ,a , )D~p(a lb )  
--translat ion from PC2+TC into PDL+GLA,  and in Proposition 5.2.1 it is really 
enough PDL+ GLA without program "a". 
Proposition 5.2.2. There is a recursive embedd ing  o f  PDL+ GLA into PC2 + TC. 
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Proof. For each formula ~ of PDL+ GLA we build its translation ff into PC2 + TC 
with additional predicates S(x, y) ("y = x + l"),  Metal(X, y), Mem2(x, y) ("y = (x) l"  
"y = (X)E"mpair enumeration) and a constant x0 (zero). 
In this signature we define natural numbers by 
N( x) = TCuv( S( u, v))(Xo, x). 
Arithmetic and pair enumeration are finitely axiomatizable in PC2 + TC: 
Right(S, Xo, Memo, Mere2) = (Vz 3 !x 3 !y Meml(x, z) & Mem2(y, z)) 
& (Vxy 3!zMem~(x, z) & Mem2(y, z)) & (Vx N(x) D 3!yS(x, y)) 
& (~3xS(x,  Xo)) & Vy((N(y) & y ~ Xo) D 3!xS(x, y)). 
In such a system we can also interpret all Arithmetic: 
Plus(x, y, z) = N(x) & TCulu2, v, v2(S(ul, vl) & S(u2, v2))(Xo, x ;y, z) 
- - "x  + y = z". 
Mult(x, y, z) = N(x) & TCUlU2, VlV2(S(ub Vl) & Plus(x, u2, v2)) 
(Xo, Xo ; y, z) 
m"x xy  = z", 
and all recursive functions we need. 
We also define arrays enumeration by pair enumeration. We define the empty 
array as (0, 0), the array (x) of the length 1 as (1, x) and the array (x l , . . . ,  x,) as 
(n, ( . . .  (Xl, x2), •. .  ), x,). We write here (x)l, (x)2, (y, z) instead of using Meml and 
Mere2 and arithmetic expressions instead of formulas with S and Xo. 
It will be (x~, . . . , x~+~)=(n+l ,  ( (xb . . . , x , )2 ,  xn+z)). Then we define 
clef 
Arr(x) = (x = (0, O)vTCs, t((t)~ = (S)l + 1 & ((t)2)1 = (s)2)((0, 0), x) 
- - "x  is array". 
def 
Length(x, l) = Arr(x) & l = (X) l - -"x is array, and l is its length", 
def 
Member(y, x, k) = Arr(x) & k > 0 
& :lw(TCs, t((s)l =(t ) l+ l  & ((S)E)l=(t)2)(x, w) 
& (w)~--k & ((w)2)E=y) 
- - "y  is a 'kth element of x". 
We can also easily define concatenation of arrays and cutting of array. 
Now we consider for each propositional variable P of PDL+GLA a predicate 
P(x) of PC2 and for each program variable a a predicate Ra(x, y) of PC2 in addition 
to S(x), Xo, Meml, Mem2 and D(x) (the domain of 
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We define the translation by induction on formulas and program terms, and so 
we define first the 'height' of a formula and a program term. 
Definition 5.2.3. We define a function h from the formulas and program terms of 
PDL+GLA into the natural numbers in the following way: 
(i) h = 0 on the variables, converses of program variables and assignments, 
(ii) h(~o & ~b) = max(h(~o), h(~b)), h( -~0)= h(~o), 
(iii) h(a ; f l )=  h(a w fl)= max(h(a), h(fl)), h(a')= h(a), 
(iv) h(q~?)= h(~p), h(while~a) = max(h(ot), h(~)), 
(v) h((t~)q~) = max(h(ot)+ 1, h(~p)). 
This h is the number of nested diamonds in a formula (program term). 
The idea is saving in an array the whole information about assignments made by 
programs and using this information after that. 
We assume some enumeration of all the formulas and program terms appearing 
in q~ and their negations and conversions. There is only a finite number of them. 
Definition 5.2.4. We define by induction on L the formulas GoodL(y) and ~r(y). 
The intuitive meaning of GoodL(y) is "y is a 'good' array generated by program 
variables and tests of height less than L". The intuitive meaning of ~L(Y) is "g, is 
true after execution of program variables and tests of height less than L from the 




We define g~t.(Y) by 
GoodL(y) = "y is an array of some length 1 > 0, and, for each positive j <~ l, j th  
element o fy  is a pair (zj, kj), where D(zj) and N(kj), and kj is a code 
of  program variable, converse of program variable, assignment or 
formula of height less than L, and for j < l we have: 
for k~--code of a--Ra(zj, zj+l), 
for kjmcode of a---Ra(zj+l, zj), 
kj--code of assignment~z~ = zj+l, 
kj---code of test ~b ?--zj = zj+l and for u-- the array of 
first elements of y we have ~L_~(u)". 
induction on a formula ~b: 
(i) /SL(y)(z) = GoodL(y) & "for kl, k2, k3, k4 the codes of P := true, P :=false, P<- 
true, P <--false accordingly and for (z, k) a last element ofy  we have: 
the last appearance of some (u, kl) or (z, k3) is after the last 
appearance of any (w, k2) or (z, k4) in y, or there are no 
appearances of any (w, k2) or (z, k4) in y and P(z)".  
(ii) (~b & ~)r(y)=(~L(y) & ~L(y)), (-a~b)r(y)=-a~t(y), 
truer(y) = true, falseL(y) =false. 
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(iii) for a formula (a)qJ we consider a regular program a as a union of  executions 
of  its program variables, converses of program variables, tests and negations of tests 
U iol i . i 1, . . .  ; a~, (cf. [3]). Then 
(a)~bL(y) = GoodL(y) & 31 Length(y, l) & 3u GoodL(U) & "for  some array 
i .  i of  numbers (k t , . . . ,  k, )---codes of some a~, . . .  ; a~, from the 
regular expression of a we have Length (u, l + n) & Vj < I V t 
Member(t, y , j ) -  Member(t, u,j) & Vj(O< j < - n ~ 3z Member 
((z, k~), u, l+j  - 1))" & eL(U). 
Proposition 5.2.5. (a) For  u an initial segment of array y, 
GoodL(U). 
(b) GoodL(y) implies GOOdL+~(y). 
(c) (OL implies (PL+I. 
GoodL(y) implies 
Proof. The proof  of  (a) is straightforward; the proof of (b) and (c) is by induction 
on L and on a formula ~. [] 
Now we define q3 as ffL for some L~ > h(~p) and prove: 
(i) For each model  N = (D, PI,- • •, Pk, R~, , . . . ,  R~,) of PDL+ GLA we consider 
a modif ication N" of  N by adding to D the set of natural numbers.  We define a 
new predicate D(x)= x ~ D, a predicate S(x, y) as "y = x+ 1" for numbers and 
false for others, take x0 = 0 and find some pair enumeration Meml, Mere: for the 
new domain - -here  we use the axiom o fcho icemm 2 = m for m containing a countable 
set (see [8]). Thus, for a formula ~p of PDL+GLA we have 
3C¢ ~ Right(S, Xo, Memo, Mem2) & 3x D(x) 
and 
N ~ ~p iff 1Q ~ Vx(D(x)  ~ ¢((1, ix, 0)))). 
(ii) For a model  M = (A, P l , . . . ,  Pk, R~, , . . . ,  R~,, S, Memo, Mem2, Xo) of PC2+ 
TC of a signature of  ff we consider the same model for PDL + GLA with a domain 
D = {x:D(x)} and without S, Memo, Mere2 and Xo, and prove that if  
M ~ 3x D(x) & Right(S, Xo, Memt, Mem2), 
then 
M ~eC2+TC Vx(D(x)  = ~((1, ix, 0)))) 
So ~POL+GLA q~ if and only if 
iff M ~ PDL+GLA ~0. 
~PC2+TC (Right(S, Xo, Metal, Mere2) & =Ix D( x ) ) ~ V x( D( x ) ~ if((1, ix, 0))')). 
Thus, we have a natural  recursive interpretation of PDL+ GLA in PC2 + TC with 
four new predicates. This ends the proof  of  Proposition 5.2.2. [] 
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Theorem 5.2.6. PDL+ GLA is equivalent in its expressive power to PC + TC. 
Proof. Use Propositions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. With the help of the same two-place 
predicates Meml, Mem2 we can 'code' predicates of any dimensionality b  two-place 
(really one-place) predicates. [] 
5.3. Relation to first-order Dynamic Logic 
Clearly, PC+TC is not compact, since we can characterize in it the standard 
model of Arithmetic. On the other hand PC + TC is equivalent to a sublogic of the 
ck recursive infinitary logic L,o,,,o. By a result in abstract model theory due to Barwise 
(cf. [1]), any two non-compact sublogics of L ck ,o,,o, are equivalent in the following 
weaker sense: 
Two logics LI, L2 are AP-equivalent if they are intertranslatable via additional 
predicates. 
Hence, we have the following reformulation of the previous theorem. 
Theorem 5.3.1. PDL+ GLA is AP-equivalent to first-order Dynamic Logic. 
For a discussion of this and related applications of abstract model theory to 
computer science, cf. [9, 10]. 
Appendix A. Elimination of global assignments in PDL 
Here we shall prove that in PDL we do not need global assignments, whereas in 
PDL + GLA we need them only for the 'initialization' of our propositional variables. 
We shall prove also that for a formula in PDL+GLA there is some 'normal form' 
without 'mixing' of 'external' (hold already before program execution) and 'internal' 
(created by the program assignments) facts. 
Theorem A.1. For each formula q~ (program term a) of  PDL+GLA there exist a 
formula ~p ' ( a program term a')  with some additional propositional variables uch that 
~o(t~) is equivalent to tp'(t~'), tp'(a') does not contain assignments to the variables of 
q~( ~ ) and ~o'( ~') does not depend on initial values of its variables appearing in global 
or local assignments. In other words, we divide the propositional variables into two 
groups: in the first all the "external facts ' - -we only look at them--  and in the second 
all the 'internal facts ' - -we create and use them inside--the external worm does not 
influence on them. 
I f  a formula ~o ( a program term or) does not contain local assignments, then so does 
a formula ~o' (a program term a'). 
Proof. We want to imitate the synchronous use of a variable as external and internal 
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fact. We suppose that a foimula ~0 (a program a) consists of program variables 
a~, . . . ,  an and choose an additional propositional variable Q. 
For each variable P of a formula ~o (a program a) we choose four new variables 
qP, q2 P, q3 P, qff--they will show us the local assignments of P to true, false and the 
global assignments of it to true, false accordingly, we suppose that the initial values 
of them will be false--and translate ach appearance of P := true as 
( Q --> true ; wh i le (~)  q P ( ~ ; q P ? ; q P ~ fa l se  ; Q ? ) ; Q ~ fa l se  ; q P := t rue  ; q P4 := false), 
where ~: i s (a lu  -- -  ua ,  ua lu  -- -  ua~)* .  
P:=false is translated as P := true with changing 2 to 1, 3(4) to 4(3). 
P*  true is translated as (qPl ~ true ; qP <--false). 
P~-false as (q~-true ; q~fa lse) .  
An appearance of P as a subformula will be translated as 
(qP & ~q2") v (q~ & qP) v (~q P &--aq ff & --aq~ &(Pv  qP)). 
Now we build the translation by adding a prefix (Q:=false ; . . .  ;q~ :=false...) 
to the formula ¢ (a prefix Q:=false ; . . .  ;q~:=false. . .  to the program a)  with all 
its variables Pj changed in this way-- i t  gives the initial value false to all our additional 
variables, and we prove the theorem by induction on formula q~ (program term a);  
here, as always, we may use the representation of a program term as some 
i is a test, assignment or program variable (see [3]). [] U,a~ ; . . .  ;c~i.~ where aj
Note. (1) We shall have only global assignments o q(, q4 e and we shall have only 
local assignments o Q, q~', q2 e after the prefix. 
(2) If there are no local assignments o P in ~, we do not need for a translation 
of P the variables Q, qP, q2 P. We can translate P := true as (q3 e:= true ; qe4 :=false), 
P:= false as (qe := true ; q (  := false) and a subformula P as q3 Pv (P &-qq4P). Then if 
there are no local assignments in ~, there would be no local assignments in ~'. 
Now we shall prove the following fact about elimination of global assignments. 
l 'heorem A.2. For a propositional variable P and a .formula ~ or a program term tz of 
PDL+GLA (without local assignments to P) there exists a translation of  q~ by two 
formulas without P--~Oo and ~ luand of ot by four program terms without Puaoo, 
CZol, oqo, al l - -such that for every formula d/ without P we have in a model M: 
- i f P i s  true in allstates, then ~ ~-~o~, 
- i fP  is false in all the states, then ~ ~ =- ~Po, 
- i f  P is true in all the states, then (Otlo)~b is equivalent o (~t)~P & ~b, (all)~b is 
equivalent to ( tz ) P & d/, 
- i f  P is false in all the states, then (a)P & d/is equivalent to (tx)-lP & d/, (tZol)~b is
equivalent to ( tz ) P & d/. 
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We construct these interpretations by induction on a formula ~ and a program 
term a. The interesting cases are: 
Po = false, P1 = true, 
all1 = a ioo  = ai, aiol = ai~o = false ?, 
( P := true )ol = ( P := true )11 = true?, ( P := true )oo = ( P := true )lo =false?,  
( P := false )oo = ( P := false )lo = true?, ( P := false )ol = ( P := false )11 =false?,  
(a ;/3),j = (~J (a,k ; 13kj)), k=o (~ u/3)i~ = (aij u/3i~), 
d/? i j=0~? i f i= j  and fa l se? i f i~ j ,  
1 
( (a}d/ ) ,  = V (~,Ad/J, 
j : o  
(~*)oo  = ( (~*  ; ~ol  ; ~ ~'1 ; ~ ,o )*  ; So*o), 
(~*)1o= (~'1 ;~1o;~*), 
(~ *)~ = ((~ ~'1 ;~o  ; ~*oo ; ~o l ) *  ; ~*~), 
(~*)ol = (~o*o ; ~o~ ;~*~). 
The proof is by induction on a formula and a program term. 
Now we can prove that global assignments are eliminable in PDL and 'almost 
all' global assignments are eliminable in PDL+GLA.  
Theorem A.3. For a formula ~o o f  PDL+GLA we can translate it to an equivalent 
formula (ql :=false ; . . .  ; qk :=false)d~ such that d~ does not contain global assignments 
and contain local assignments only to the variables q l , .  . . , qk. I f  a formula d~ does not 
contain local assignments, we can translate it to an equivalent formula without assign- 
ments at all. 
Proof. Use first Theorem A.1 and after that Theorem A.2 for all the variables q3 e, 
q4 P for elimination of them. If a formula ¢ does not contain local assignments, then 
the obtained formula 0 will not contain assignments at all, and we should change 
a formula (q~ :=false ; . . .  ; qk :=false}d~ tO an equivalent formula without q l , . . . ,  qk 
and without assignments by Theorem A.2. [] 
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